How to Order - EB Series Ball Valves

Ordering Instructions

Ordering EB Series valves requires the following steps:

1. Locate the Basic Part Number.

2. Locate the Basic Ordering Number for the valve end connection type(s), size(s) and the orifice size.
   Example: 43GD4

3. Locate and add the Body Material Designator to the part number.
   Example: 43GD4-316

4. Add designators for other options.

The Basic Ordering Numbers and Dimensions tables contain only the most popular valve configurations; many more are available. If the required valve configuration is not in the Basic Ordering Numbers and Dimensions tables, use the chart below to build part numbers for quotation purposes.

---

1. Add options designators to the end of the Base Part Number in alphabetical order.
2. Tube end connection part numbers are formatted “Type” followed by “Size.” Example: D6.
   Pipe end connections are formatted “Size” followed by “Type.” Example: 6PF

*1/16 tube fitting end connections reduce the opening to 0.053 in.